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Abstract

Catastrophic declines in African great ape populations due to disease outbreaks have been reported in recent years, yet we
rarely hear of similar disease impacts for the more solitary Asian great apes, or for smaller primates. We used an age-
structured model of different primate social systems to illustrate that interactions between social structure and demography
create ‘dynamic constraints’ on the pathogens that can establish and persist in primate host species with different social
systems. We showed that this varies by disease transmission mode. Sexually transmitted infections (STIs) require high rates
of transmissibility to persist within a primate population. In particular, for a unimale social system, STIs require extremely
high rates of transmissibility for persistence, and remain at extremely low prevalence in small primates, but this is less
constrained in longer-lived, larger-bodied primates. In contrast, aerosol transmitted infections (ATIs) spread and persist at
high prevalence in medium and large primates with moderate transmissibility;, establishment and persistence in small-
bodied primates require higher relative rates of transmissibility. Intragroup contact structure – the social network - creates
different constraints for different transmission modes, and our model underscores the importance of intragroup contacts on
infection prior to intergroup movement in a structured population. When alpha males dominate sexual encounters, the
resulting disease transmission dynamics differ from when social interactions are dominated by mother-infant grooming
events, for example. This has important repercussions for pathogen spread across populations. Our framework reveals
essential social and demographic characteristics of primates that predispose them to different disease risks that will be
important for disease management and conservation planning for protected primate populations.
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Introduction

Recent catastrophic declines in African gorilla and chimpanzee

populations have illustrated the impact that infectious disease can

have on wild populations [1–4], yet we rarely hear of similar

disease impacts to Asian great apes, or to smaller primates. In this

paper, we developed an age-structured model framework for

different primate species to examine how the interaction between

social system and demography predisposes them to invasion by a

potentially lethal pathogen that produces no immunity, such as a

novel spillover pathogen like Ebola [3] or circulating human

respiratory pathogens [1].

Primate species exhibit a wide range of variation in group and

population structures; their life-history traits broadly correlate with

social system type, with small-bodied primates typifying the

monogamous and solitary social systems, and larger species such

as chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) having complex social interactions

in larger groups [5]. There are important exceptions to this, such

as the Asian great apes: orangutans (Pongo sp.) which are large, yet

mostly solitary. From an epidemiological perspective, the combi-

nation of social contact structure and demographic rates confound

the assumptions of well-mixed population models for disease

establishment and initial epidemic outbreaks in a population [6];

the consequences of this have not until now been systematically

explored from the comparative evolutionary perspective of how

changes in social system between similar species modify epidemic

potential.

We hypothesize that a combination of social structure and

demography predispose some primates to greater disease impact,

and that pathogen transmission mode is central to this. In

particular, we hypothesize that large primates with complex group

structures (social systems that involve more than a mating pair and

their respective offspring, as in solitary and monogamous systems)

are more likely to sustain pathogens with frequency dependent

transmission, than will smaller primates with similar group

structures, or large primates with simpler, less polygamous, social

structures.
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Epidemiological transmission models have been developed for

many animal hosts [7–11], and the relationship between

metapopulation structure and the spread of directly transmitted

diseases has been explored for group or herd-living animals

[12,13], as has the role of social structure in the spread of disease

in primates and other animals. In particular, Thrall et al. [14]

found that the mating system of marine mammals can alter the

prevalence and extent of an outbreak of a sexually transmitted

infection (STI) for different sexes in a population. These results are

consistent with structured models for human STIs [15,16]. Here

we build on the large body of literature that has evolved for STIs

in humans and couple host demography with social structure, to

explore their combined role in the spread and initial epidemic

persistence of infectious disease for nonhuman populations.

Recent evidence suggests that key components of pathogen life

history, such as the infectious and latent periods, are invariant

across host taxa [17]. Because of this, we argue that within primate

systems, disease dynamics will be mainly dictated by social

interactions combined with demographic rates that are deter-

mined by body size [18].

A Model of Social Interaction and Transmission
We modeled five major primate social systems: solitary,

monogamous, unimale, multi-male, and fission-fusion (SO, MO,

UM, MM and FF, respectively) [19], and created descriptive

behavioral matrices, synthesized from the literature, of intergroup

interactions for five disease transmission modes: sexual (STI), fecal-

oral or local contamination (FO), aggressive interactions such as

biting and scratching (AGGRO), direct aerosol (AERO), and

vector transmitted disease (VEC) (Table 1). Even this simplified

categorization of pathogen diversity and social organization leads

to 25 different classes of interaction, of which only a few are

redundant (Table S1).

Pathogen transmission depends on the rates at which hosts

contact each other and these interactions occur at two nested

spatial scales: within and between social group. These rates of

interaction, and thus rates of pathogen transmission, will vary

significantly between different social systems. Intergroup interac-

tions may scale with group density within a landscape, but simple

models for range overlap will mask age- (or stage-) specific

behavioral interactions, such as territorial fights, so we included

these in an explicit manner. Patterns of intergroup movement in

primate social systems can be characterized into a few ‘canonical’

forms. For example, natal dispersal is a classic model of post-

weaning dispersal of offspring, but it can differ between sexes such

that males, females, or males and females, may disperse [20–23].

In fission-fusion societies, the intergroup exchange mechanism can

be highly variable, in which single or multiple groups may leave

one group and merge with another, or form new groups [20]. In

this paper we focused on a male dispersal model, for ease of

presentation, although our framework easily extends to many

forms of intergroup interactions.

We use the SI (Susceptible-Infected) model for several reasons: if

we look at high-profile African great ape disease outbreaks,

particularly novel spillovers, Ebola is essentially SI, as is TB, and

perhaps measles, although limited evidence for immunity has been

seen in captivity. Some individuals may escape infection, but

rarely is there recovery. This model framework could be expanded

to an SIR model (Susceptible-Infected-Recovered), but SIR

dynamics require large host populations for persistence – which

may explain why we rarely see this in primates (other than

humans). Furthermore, since groups have infrequent pathogen

introductions, resistance and recovery (R in the model) would not

build up sufficiently to create a buffering impact on the dynamics.

An SIRS model (adding the return to Susceptible transition) would

be essentially analogous to reducing body size and replacing the

transition from R to S with a higher birth rate. Importantly, an SI

model allows us to vary one unknown parameter (transmission)

along its entire range to examine the dynamics of transmission and

persistence. Future work will investigate the implications of other

compartmental transmission models.

Methods

Characterizing Disease Establishment
The criterion for disease establishment, R0, describes the

expected number of secondary cases created by an infected

individual in a naı̈ve population of hosts. The parameter is

classically used as a threshold for disease establishment (R0.1), so

we will use the relative magnitude of R0 as the basis to compare

different types of pathogens in different social systems. In order to

achieve this we use WAIFW (Who Acquires Infection from

Whom) matrices to describe rates of interaction within and

between different age and sex classes of the social system, whence

different social systems will be defined here by WAIFW matrices

with different relative rates of interaction, in ways that echo the

different rates of interaction in different human societies [24,25].

Here we develop hypothetical contact matrices for different social

systems to obtain expressions for R0 after quantifying and

explicitly including contacts within complex social networks,

particularly for sexually transmitted diseases [15,24,26–34].

Table 1. Glossary of Acronyms.

Social Systems

SO Solitary

MO Monogamous

UM Unimale

MM Multi-male

FF Fission-fusion

Transmission modes

STI Sexually transmitted infection

FO Fecal-oral

AGGRO Aggressive interactions

AERO Aerosol, direct transmission

VEC Vector transmission

Model terms

SI Susceptible-Infected

SIR Susceptible-Infected-Recovered/Removed/Resistant

SIRS Susceptible-Infected-Recovered/Removed/Resistant-Susceptible

WAIFW Who Acquires Infection From Whom; matrix of interactions

Demographic Stages

Inf Infant class

sAf Sub-adult female

sAm Sub-adult male

Af Adult female

Am Adult male

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0076863.t001
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Based on a compartmental demographic matrix model of five

age-sex categories, we combined the social and behavioral

matrices into WAIFW matrices, depicted in Figure 1, as nine

unique digraphs (redundancy in routes of transmission reduces

many of the 25 possible combinations to the 9 illustrated digraphs).

We then integrated these into a compartmental demographic

matrix model of five age-sex categories, with rules to emigrate, or

associate and persist within the group, based on the five social

system structures.

As our principle goal was to examine the role of social system

(and body size) in constraining the establishment of virulent

emerging pathogens in hosts with different social systems, we

coupled our social system model with an SI disease transmission

model. The models created could be expanded to include

immunity, and initial explorations suggest that this can modify

some of our conclusions with respect to persistence. In general,

infections which lead to immunity require higher rates of

transmission, which roughly scale with the duration of immunity.

However, these can also create more complex epidemic dynamics

Figure 1. Nine unique networks representing within-group contact structure. These are network depictions of WAIFW (Who Acquired it
From Whom) 565 matrices. The 5 age/sex classes (life-history stages) for which these are coded are infants (I), subadult females (sAf), subadult males
(sAm), adult females (Af) and adult males (Am). The plots are as follows, with the transmission type, social system and number of edges, E: A: STI – SO,
MO; E = 2; B: AGGRO – SO; E = 4; C: AGGRO – MO; E = 6; D: STI – UM, MM; E = 6; E: FO– SO, MO; AERO – SO, MO; VEC – SO, MO; E = 9; F: AGGRO – UM,
MM; E = 11; G: STI – FF; E = 16; H: AGGRO – FF; E = 20; I: The fully saturated contact matrix: FO – UM, MM, FF; AERO –UM, MM, FF; VEC – UM, MM, FF;
E = 25.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0076863.g001
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such as those seen in classic studies of human diseases, including

measles [35–38], and a later manuscript will explore some of these

complexities for non-human primate populations. Here we focus

on the constraints that social system and body size place on the

initial establishment and impact of a non-immunizing infection.

We assume that infected individuals die at an enhanced rate of

5% per year. This mortality is in the low range of rates reported

for outbreaks of flu-like respiratory infections in chimpanzees at

Gombe National Park, Tanzania [1,39], and is thus a proxy for a

potential novel spillover disease from human populations. To

demonstrate the differences induced by social interactions and

demographic rates, over a range of transmissibility and intergroup

movement rates, we modeled three life histories from a small,

medium, and large primate, (S, M, L), using empirical life-history

parameters (Table S2), providing us with three rates of

demographic turnover. We review the implications of these model

outputs and compare this with empirical information to explore

model utility and application, particularly in a conservation

context.

When we reduced the behavioral interactions and disease

transmission modes to WAIFW matrices, as binary digraphs, we

found that many of the combinations overlapped, generating nine

unique graphs (Fig. 1). The initial combinations illustrate the

myriad possible strengths of transmission between the age/gender

life-history stages both within and between groups that could

potentially occur in different social systems (Table S1). These nine

unique binary digraphs (Fig. 1) obscure relative interaction

strengths, but retain the within-group social system structure that

is central to our model.

Demographic Model
We created a ten-group matrix, comprising five-stage Lefko-

vitch matrices for within-group demography. The metapopulation

is connected by movement of individuals between groups

according to a specified probability m (described in a following

section). Transitions between stages occur at rates specific to the

length of the stage. Infants are assumed unsexed and make a

transition to two sexes of subadults at a sex ratio of s (which we

typically assume to be 1), which, in turn, make transitions to adult

males and females respectively. We assume female demographic

dominance, meaning that the birthrate is proportional to the size

of the adult female compartment. Births and transitions between

stages are stochastic. Individual transitions within stages are

assumed to follow independent Bernoulli trials, making the total

number of transitions, per stage, per iteration, a binomial random

number given by

n
(j)
i : Binom(nj ,pij)

where n
(j)
i is the number of transitions from the jth to the ith stage,

nj is the number of individuals in stage j and pij is the transition

probability given by the Lefkovitch matrix.

Primates have a slower development rate than other mammals,

postponing the age of sexual maturity and reproduction, and

increasing the interbirth interval [18]. Larger primates have slower

demographic turnover than smaller ones; we model this effect

using a small primate with life-history characteristics based on

Galago (Galago spp.) parameters (S), a mid-size primate, corre-

sponding to a Leaf Monkey (Presbytis spp.) (M), and a large primate,

based on Gorilla (Gorilla gorilla) parameters (L) (Table S2).

Importantly, we wanted to obtain natural lifespan estimates for

the life histories in question, as many primate life span estimates

are derived from captivity, and likely to be much larger. To discuss

the demographic turnover of the three exemplar primate life-

histories, we use T, the generation time, formally described for a

stationary population as:

T~
X

xlxmx=
X

x
lxmx

where x is the age class, lx is survivorship, and mx the age-specific

fertility rate. Note that in the case of gorillas, the generation time

will be longer than the average life span.

Between Group Movement
We ran the model with subadult male dispersal connecting the

metapopulation, as many primate social systems (at least among

anthropoids) are based on female philopatry and male dispersal

[22]. At each time step, the 10061 next generation (NG)

population vector (10 groups, 5 stages, 2 disease states) was

updated after demographic and disease transitions were comple-

teA uniform random draw on all groups determines which group

will ‘‘receive’’ the migration. Again, we assume dispersal is

governed by independent Bernoulli trials with movement proba-

bility m so that the number of migrants in the two disease states per

time step is

n
(j)
ik : Binom(nik,m)

where n
(j)
ik is the number of migrants to the ith class in disease state

k (i.e., susceptible or infected) from the jth class.

Contact Matrices
We used five primate social systems: solitary (SS), monogamous

(MO), unimale (UM), multi-male (MM), and fission-fusion (FF)

[19]. Demographic differences between the social systems were

characterized by the parameters that determine interactions

between the 5 life-stages in the demographic model above. We

then added rates of within (intra-) group disease transmission for

five types of transmission modes: sexual (STI), fecal-oral or local

contamination (FO), aggressive interactions such as biting and

scratching (AGGRO), direct aerosol (AERO), and vector trans-

mitted disease (VEC) (Table 1).

The interactions were based on behavioral data, described for

each age/sex class within the population, by social system and

disease transmission type (Table S1). These comprise descriptions

of intragroup and intergroup interactions, such as sexual

encounters, mother-infant contact, migrations and dominance

fights. These were described as digraphs of binary interactions

between the five age/sex classes; some resultant matrices are

identical, such as fecal-oral (FO), aerosol (AERO) and vector

(VEC) transmission producing fully saturated intragroup contact

matrices for UM, MM and FF social systems. This reduction to

digraphs resulted in nine unique matrices (Fig. 1). We ordered

these by size; the number of edges in the digraph, E, which is also

a description of connectivity.

Pathogen Transmission
The contact matrices and demographic models were coupled to

a simple epidemiological compartmental SI (Susceptible-Infected)

model [40]. Compartmental models track the dynamics of a

disease as it moves through a population through time. S and I are

the possible states of individuals in the population at a given time t,

wherein they are either Susceptible or Infected and S+I = N.

Primate Social Structure, Demography and Disease
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The within-group update equations are given as follows:

Si,tz1~Si,t{Si,t

X

j

t cijIj,t{(mzpki)Si,t

Ii,tz1~Ii,tzSi,t

X

j

t cijIj,t{(mzazpki)Ii,t

for i,j,k = 1,2,…5 where the index indicates the life-cycle stage, t is

the probability of transmission per contact, C with elements cij is

the WAIFW contact matrix, m is the natural mortality rate, a is

disease-induced mortality and p is the probability of transitioning

to the next life-cycle stage.

We assumed the frequency dependent form of infection

probability, to account for a within-group rate of infection [41],

and additionally used the discrete time.

1{ exp (
X

j

t ci,j Ii=Ni)

for the saturating probability of infection per time-step [12].

Calculations were implemented as a 1006100 transition matrix,

with a 10061 NG vector, such that within group infection and

demography occurs prior to between-group dispersal, within each

time-step.

Simulations were performed in Matlab 7 (Mathworks 1994–

2006); code is provided in Text S1.

Model Simulations
To seed the model, we created an initial population vector of 10

groups, each with 5 individuals (one in each demographic class, all

susceptible). To this we added an infectious sub-adult male in one

group, simulating an immigration event or a single spillover into a

group. We ran this model for three demographic scenarios, as

given in Table S2, (S, M, L), and the nine unique contact

structures (A–I) (Fig. 1). We varied the transmission probability t
over 0–1 and the movement probability, m, over 0–1 and ran the

model for 100 iterations each of 200 time steps (years). The disease

prevalence in the population over the range of t and m are shown

for each of the S, M, L demographic scenarios and for each unique

contact matrix A–I (Fig. S1: a–c). Figure 2 shows the prevalence at

200 time steps for the S, M, L life histories and the simplest (A) and

most connected (I) matrices.

We used the next generation method [42–44], taking the

dominant eigenvalue (spectral radius) of the product of the derived

matrices F (the arising new susceptibles) and V21 (the inverse of the

rates of loss from the infectious classes) to calculate R0, assuming

the S, M, L life-histories and the 9 contact structures, over the

range of t (0–1 in 0.1 increments) used in the stochastic

metapopulation simulation models (Fig. 3).

Results

Disease Establishment and Contact Structure
The rate at which new susceptibles are added to a population is

central to pathogen establishment and persistence. Populations

with the highest birth rates tend to have small body sizes and high

mortality rates, and hence more rapid population turnover and

shorter generation times than larger bodied species [18]. Our

model revealed a non-intuitive trend: as population turnover

decreased (increasing generation time), there was a general trend

of increasing R0. This effect is most likely due to the frequency

dependent transmission rates of the pathogens we are considering,

as can be seen in Figure 3. R0 did not increase directly with the

number of edges in the within-group social network. For some

social networks, underlying demographic structure impacts R0

through stage duration and the number of individuals making it to

the stage. For example, social structures E and F have 9 and 11

edges, respectively (Fig. 1); we might expect a corresponding

increase in R0, but we see the opposite. The transmission modes

described in E include FO, AERO and VEC transmission of

parasites in SO and MO social systems, while F describes

AGGRO interactions in UM and MM groups. Digraph E, with

fewer edges, includes contacts for infants and adult females,

whereas F is dominated by subadult and adult interactions. The

demographic underpinnings of this suggest that in E, infants can

become infected and remain infected, infecting others, while in F,

they ‘escape’ infection, reducing overall epidemic spread. This

emphasizes that social systems with frequent contacts with, and

between, younger individuals will be more likely to maintain

pathogens, than those with less contact between young and older

animals. In this model, individuals are infected until they die,

whether by natural or disease induced mortality. Initial explora-

tion of a model including recovery shows that because the rate of

recovery affects the degree to which infected individuals leave each

sub-population or social group, and the duration of their

infectiousness, the relationship between R0 and population

turnover can be significantly different.

Disease Persistence and Stochasticity in a Socially-explicit
Metapopulation

For large and medium sized primates, the classic well-mixed,

fully saturated contact matrix (I, Fig. 1) enabled the pathogen to

infect a large proportion of the population throughout much of the

range of the movement and transmission parameter space (Fig. 2,

D and F). This contrasts with the case for small primates where

pathogen establishment is insensitive to movement rates when

transmissibility is high (.0.60) (Fig. 2, B). Similarly, for small and

medium sized primates, a unimale or multi-male social grouping

sexual transmission mode (matrix D, Fig. 1) did not promote

disease establishment and persistence except at very high

transmissibility (Fig. 2, A, C). In the simulations for large bodied

primates, the STI was able to persist at rates as high as 45%

prevalence, given sufficiently high transmissibility (.0.90) and for

most of the range of movement probabilities (.0.05) (Fig. 2, E). As

for the R0 estimates, fecal-oral, aerosol and vector transmission for

solitary and monogamous groupings (matrix E) had bigger impacts

on prevalence than aggressive interactions in unimale and

multimale groups (matrix F) (Fig. S1).

The contrast in prevalence conferred by the demography of

primates with different body sizes was most obvious for the STI

and fully-saturated transmission (AERO and VEC). A counter-

intuitive pattern of prevalence correlating with movement rate

emerged for the small primates. While small primates have high

population turnover (T; Table S2), for the fully saturated contact

matrix, the disease reached higher prevalence when rates of

intergroup movement were low. This suggests that there is a

threshold of within-group infection before the disease can disperse

to another group, presumably with an infected individual host

(Fig. 2, lower panel).

The stochastic nature of infection and movement within a

metapopulation occasionally gave results contrasting with our R0

expectations for disease establishment. Only the smallest primate

was predicted not to have pathogen persistence (R0,1), in a very

few cases (Fig. 3). However, in our simulations there were many

instances of low or zero prevalence over a range of transmission

and movement values, for all three sizes modeled (Fig. S1). While a

deterministic system will converge to R0, the accumulation of

Primate Social Structure, Demography and Disease
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Figure 2. The mean prevalence (Z-axis, 0–1) of infection after 200 time steps over 100 iterations of the model for a unimale STI
route and the fully saturated contact matrix. We vary the parameters movement, m (Y-axis, 0–1) and transmission, t. (X-axis, 0–1), and show the
Small (a–b), Medium (c–d) and Large (e–f) demographic rates for the two contact structures depicting a unimale (UM) STI route, corresponding to
matrix D (a, c, e) and the fully saturated contact matrix, I, (b, d, f), described in Figure 1. The full 27 results for matrices A–I demonstrating mean
prevalence are given in Figure S1a–c.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0076863.g002
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stochastic ‘‘extinctions’’ at each level of a metapopulation will

lower disease persistence. It is therefore important in this type of

modeling exercise to examine the role of stochastic events, such as

movement and demographic events [45]. For example, if infection

leads to mortality, higher R0 can lead to faster ‘burn out’ of hosts,

whereas lower R0 (1.25.R0.1.0) can promote low-level, long

term persistence [45,46]. Transient dynamics of this type in a

metapopulation are particularly relevant to management of

pathogen outbreaks in populations of endangered primate species;

our analysis suggests that slowing the spread of infection is more

important than waiting for an endpoint, or natural die-off; as this

might take a significant period of time.

Discussion

Novel pathogen introduction has joined hunting and habitat

loss as one of the leading threats to natural populations of

primates, particularly the great apes [1–4]. The effect of

anthropogenic pressure on remaining extant primate populations

will create multifaceted disease risk potential. With decreasing and

fragmented habitats, isolated small populations become far more

vulnerable to local extinctions from disease [45,47–50]. The

phenomenon of spillover and spillback of zoonotic and human-

based infectious diseases, particularly novel pathogens, into

primate populations is likely to continue increasing with increasing

population pressure [51–53]. As the rate of social system evolution

in primates is probably much slower than the rate of pathogen

adaptability to population structure, it is possible to predict

characteristics of primates that predispose them to disease risk,

using the framework we describe here. Although the epidemio-

logical predictor R0 encompasses risk in a simple threshold

measure, our approach goes further and examines the transient

dynamics and persistence of the pathogen. We incorporate social

system and demography in a relatively straightforward way that

provides important insights for a diversity of primate species.

The constraints on pathogens imposed by the interaction between

social structure and host demography were most clear-cut for either

the largest primates or the smallest. In small-bodied primates, high

demographic turnover and fast maturation reduces the amount of

time an individual is exposed to infected individuals within a group.

This reduces the rate of infection of the rest of the population, as sub-

adults can emigrate prior to infection. In contrast, larger-bodied

primates spend more absolute time interacting within-group prior to

emigration, increasing both their individual risk of infection and

mortality, as well as that of their social group, and ultimately the

overall population. Clearly a long-lived, large-bodied primate in a

complex social system is likely to sustain an infectious disease with

almost any transmission mode, provided sufficient intergroup contact

exists in a social system. Their slow population turnover rates

minimize the population resilience of great apes, and may explain

why their populations have recently been significantly reduced by

Ebola [2] and respiratory viruses [1,4]. Everything we describe above

suggests they are unlikely to recover to previous levels of abundance

without intervention and prolonged periods of recovery time [1].

Habitat alteration may also be crucial in causing transient

disruptions that allow pathogens to establish and diminish wild

primate populations. We predict that fragmented populations are

at increased extinction risk from disease due to smaller population

size and a lack of rescue effects from the metapopulation [45].

However, there may be further impacts of fragmentation with less

intuitive results. For example, in a study of red colobus (Piliocolobus

tephrosceles), fragmentation of forest habitat caused resource

scarcity, leading to fusion of foraging groups [54]. From the

perspective of disease transmission, this fusing would increase

contact rates, increasing disease vulnerability. If resource scarcity

was contributing to nutritional stress and thus immunological

stress, adding potential disease exposure would simply compound

this vulnerability to disease invasion and persistence.

There is not yet sufficient data to quantify all the parameters

necessary to make this a complete framework for infectious disease in

all primates, although the availability of data is increasing (see

Discussion S1). WAIFW matrices were useful in framing the contact

structure, but without weighted interactions from empirical data, it is

hard to quantify the true variation that would occur in the different

age-gender classes. In our Discussion S1, we address some of the

potential data sources and means to obtain appropriate parameters.

There is a need for more field research into primate sociality and

disease transmission, and increased attention to the results of

physiological studies of captive primates. As wild populations of

primates become increasingly threatened, and their environments

impacted and changed by humans, it is important to have a

framework in which to quantify the resulting contact structures and

their effects. We suggest this study be used as a coarse level framework,

assessing the potential disease risk to a population of known social

system and demography. In essence, this is a metapopulation viability

analysis model in which explicit disease impact can be assessed. As

pointed out by Gerber et al. [55], disease should not simply be

modeled as a single catastrophic event within a population. The

demographically explicit nature of the structure of our model makes it

flexible to the quality and quantity of information available for a

primate species and a potential pathogen. As the timing of disease

intervention in primates is likely to be during a reactive phase rather

than proactive [1], understanding the transient dynamics will be

crucial for disease control and population management.

While our approach relies on broad categories of social systems,

we provide an initial framework for examining the interaction

between social complexity and pathogen spread and persistence

across primates that can be extended to more detailed primate social

systems and other social vertebrates and to immunizing pathogens

that will exhibit more complex patterns of persistence. We hope that

this basic framework spurs further studies, particularly incorporat-

ing spatially explicit information into models of primate disease

potential. In this way, conservation of surviving primate populations

and assessment of potential Emerging Infectious Diseases (EIDs) can

be highlighted and preemptive disease control strategies developed

for future outbreaks.

Supporting Information

Figure S1 The mean prevalence (Z-axis, 0–1) of infec-
tion after 200 time steps over 100 iterations of the
model, varying the parameters m (Y-axis, 0–1) and t(X-
axis, 0–1). This is shown for the a. Small, b. Medium and c.

Large demographic rates (Table S2). Within each of these, the 9

unique contact structures from Figure 1 are demonstrated, labeled

A–I in order of the number of ordered pairs (or size of the graph, E

– A:2, B:4, C:5, D:6, E:9, F:11, G:16, H:20, I:25)

(TIF)

Figure 3. The range of values of R0 for the large (L), medium (M), and small (S), primate demographic rates, across the range of
transmission t = (0–1). These are shown in order (A–I) of the increasing number of edges, E, in the contact structures. R0 = 1 is shown with a hashed
red line.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0076863.g003
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Table S1 Contact structure for intragroup (matrices1–
5) and intergroup (matrices 6–10) interactions given
social system (rows) and transmission mode (columns).
The 5 age/sex classes (life-history stages) for which these are coded are

infants (I), subadult females (sAf), subadult males (sAm), adult females

(Af) and adult males (Am). Vertical transmission is written (Afi). The

infectious parameter b is used for intimate contact transmission and bv

for vector transmission. bFIGHT implies the disease risk from an

aggressive interaction, and bGROOM is the risk during a grooming

interaction. In matrices 6–10 where intergroup interactions are

described, dichotomous interactions for emigrating (e and immigrat-

ing (i) individuals can occur, and the direction of these is described

using a 1, 2 from-to group notation. D is used for vector transmission

between groups as a variable for distance between the two groups.

(DOCX)

Table S2 Life-history parameters for Small, Medium
and Large (S, M, L) primates.
(DOC)

Text S1 Matlab model code.

(TXT)

Discussion S1 From theory to reality: how can we
establish and understand contact rates for these trans-
mission modes?

(DOCX)
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